SIMPLE A TO B
CONNECTION

FREQUENTLY RECURRING EVENT

SIMILAR
REQUIREMENTS

The Ticontract spot functionality works best for air and sea
freight RFQs with a simple sending structure, and especially
for frequently recurring events with similar requirements to
the carriers.

SET UP RFQ
STRUCTURE

DEFINE BIDDING
RULES

CREATE CARRIER
LIST

Create your RFQ as a template. Set up the sending structure,
the feedback and bidding rules, and the carrier pool that will
be invited one time, then define the fields for the quick edit
form.

Cloud-based platform for worldwide access and
collaboration
Browser compability with Edge, Chrome and Firefox for quick and easy ramp up with no implementation effort
Multiuser account with diferent user roles and
subsidiaries to reproduce corporate structures
and workflows

Create new RFQ and choose from predefined
templates
Unlimited number of templates can be created
from scratch, from existing RFQs or other existing templates
Templates can be assigned to different users
with different user rights for global collaboration

With the quick edit form, only the relevant or variable fields of the RFQ have to be filled in
All static fields and the whole matrix structure are
already prefilled
Which fields have to be modified in the quick edit
form is specified in the chosen template

Save and publish the new spot RFQ with
just one click
All service providers from the predefined carrier
group are automatically invited to the RFQ
Before the RFQ is published, the system
runs an automated plausibility check

View all offers—including all information from
the matrix—at a glance
Choose the winner and send a confirmation
e-mail directly from the evaluation screen
Send rejection e-mails directly from the evaluation screen

A huge database with more
than 35000 qualified service
provider profiles

www.ticontract.com/live-demo

The specialized platform for
freight procurement with
more than 9000 RFQ events
per year

An e-sourcing tool used by
500+ of the leading shippers
worldwide
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